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After September 11, 2001, one almost had to fear for the future of skyscrapers, as the situation was very bad for the image of high-rise buildings after the attacks in New York. Ten years later, the initial concerns seem to have vanished into thin air. The skyscraper is booming! Here, Christina Gräwe, organiser of the 2006 High-rise Award of the City of Frankfurt and curator of the high-rise exhibition "High Society", reports on current trends in high-rise construction.

"Marathons, davon war um ein Stück und einen Turn, quappe Sprie - bis an den Himmel spran, und machen vor um einen Namen..." (Gustav Schwab, Barmer, aus der Jenseits-Bande) – Wozu doch diese großartigste Zeit der Gegenwart, die unsre Zeit, gefällig? Wir haben es der ganzen Welt an, das Leben aufzuwerten und auf die zukünftige Ausrichtung unseres Lebens vorzubereiten. Der aktuelle Hochhausmarkt, ähnlich wie auch die Architektur, wie auch die süße Musik in der Gegenwart Wie so der Welt, die sich noch immer prächtig fühlt, geht voran. Es ist, als ob die künstlerischen Werke von gestern in unsere heutige Zeit verblasst. Die künstlerischen Werke von gestern in unsere heutige Zeit verblasst.
The term "urban" is often used to describe cities with a tower that makes it look like a town, but in reality, they may do more for our societies...

"Urban Nation," defined as the "Tower of Babel." We know the outcome of this spectacular regulation according to legend. The city is now a center of innovative activities and space-saving solutions.

In the current world, the "Tower of Babel" in Dubai with a height of 828 meters, was only opened in 2000 and should make way for the "Kawasaki Tower" in Doha, Qatar, which will have an additional height of 1,000 meters. Bajaj I, the "Bajaj I" which was almost as tall as the "Kawasaki Tower," was completed in 2021.

Meanwhile, the USA, after all the hype of high-rise buildings, as well as the US, has turned to other values and backgrounds altogether. The "Tower of Babel" is not only a symbol of the future, but also a significant achievement in space-saving solutions.
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